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iLMS offers multiple options for generating reports on Courses, Users, transcripts, and more. Each tool has been

created to suit a particular set of goals. To learn more about the reporting options offered in iLMS see the

summaries below, then click any of the titles to see details about how to use the tool. 

StatZen 

StatZen provides reporting for both iLMS and Phishproof so that you can monitor your organization's training

program as a whole in one easy place.  The default dashboard provides an overview of license usage, course scores,

course completion, and phishing simulation performance at a glance.  It also provides a list of other built-in reports

so that you can dig down into the details.

StatZen offers the ability to schedule reports on a regular cadence so that you and other members of your team

can stay up to date on your training program without the need to even log into the console.

This tool also offers the ability to filter and customize reports to see the data that is important to your organization.

Security First Dashboard (For Security First Solution customers)

For customers utilizing one of our Security First solutions, the dashboard provides a quick look at your

organization's progress through the training program. It serves as health gauge which shows how the overall

performance of the organization improves over time as employee's become more educated on Security threats.

The dashboard also provides quick links to tools, resources, and support as well as announcements to ensure

administrators don't miss out on important information or updates.

Quick Reports

This option functions just like the “Users” tool and offers the same filtering options to locate user(s) that meet a set

of criteria. This tool can be used to quickly produce a list of users, or users/transcript data by modifying select

options in the advanced filter. 

Summary & Analytics

This reporting option gives a simple breakdown of enrolled users and the percentage of users for each course

status and the ability to drill down by region/division/department. Completion data is displayed in charts for easy

breakdown. For courses with exams, this reporting option will display aggregate data on which answers users are

selecting and provide insight into the strengths and weaknesses of your organization’s overall security knowledge.

Here you can also gather data on the operating systems and browsers in use when taking training. 

http://support.inspiredelearning.com/help/statzen-reporting
http://support.inspiredelearning.com/help/security-first-dashboard
http://support.inspiredelearning.com/help/quick-reports
http://support.inspiredelearning.com/help/summary-analytics-report

